STITCH SCREEN

Hear yourself think®

STITCH SCREEN COLORS
Salsa

30 light grey

31 blue

32 dark middle grey

33 yellow

34 dark yellow

(35) green

36 middle grey

39 pink

40 dark blue

54 light pink

55 green

56 brown

57 beige

STITCH SCREEN BASE
Legs
Available in natural ash lacquer finish. Leg sets consist of two T-legs. For connecting more than one screen a ‘peg’ leg and two connectors are supplied.

natural lacquered ash

Lead times are contingent on color/finish availablity
Product may vary in color due to the nature of the media
Please refer to website for current color range + larger sample swatch

STITCH SCREEN

DESIGNER

Stefan Borselius

BENEFITS

CONTENT

Core:
Frame:
Base:
Cover:

Designed for the Environment: Stitch is manufactured on the basis
of technical, environmental and production ethical requirements. There
are no emissions to air, water or land during the production of Stitch.
The sound-absorbent core of Stitch contains recycled materials. Stitch
Screen is recyclable.

DIMENSIONS

(w) 31.8” x (h) 60.6” x (d) 3.3”
(w) 41.7” x (h) 60.6” x (d) 3.3”
(w) 51.5” x (h) 60.6” x (d) 3.3”
T Legs: (w) 16.9” x (h) 2”

FLAMMABILITY

Inquire

ACOUSTIC

NRC: 0.80

100% Mineral Wool
100% Natural Ash
100% Lacquered Natural Ash
Salsa- 100% Polyester

Improved Sound Absorption: Stitch Screen is ideal for high frequency
absorption and achieves an NRC 0.80 rating. The thickness and
structure of Stitch, with its embroidered ‘quilt-like’ check patterns,
make an excelent sound absorber.
Recyclable: The materials in Stitch Screens are recyclable, either as
material recycling or energy recovery.

1.2

Care: To preserve the fabric color and appearance of the fabric, Stitch
floor screen should be vacuumed regularly with a soft nozzle. To
remove stains dab or wipe gently with a moist cloth.

sound absorption coefficient
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APPLICATION

Screen

DESCRIPTION

Stitch screens combine a thick lined fabric
with an embroidered check pattern to produce
a sense of expressive softness to any space.
Ash legs complement the floor screen design
and provide stability. Stitch was developed
with public spaces in mind but its soft design
works equally well to create partitions and
acoustic value in the office or home.
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